R (x,x ') is the resistance between nodes x and x' when occupied bonds are assigned unit resistance and vacant bonds infinite resistance. For bond concentration p near the percolation threshold at p" we give a simple calculation in 6 -e dimensions of y(A. ) from which we obtain the distribution of resistances between two randomly chosen terminals. From g(A) we also obtain the qth-order resistive susceptibility y ' '= g".[v(x x ') R (x x ') ],", where v(x, x ') is an indicator function which is unity when sites x and x ' are connected and is zero otherwise. In the latter case, v(x, x ')R (x,x ')~i s interpreted to be zero. Our universal amplitude ratios, p~= lim~~y ' '(y' ') '(y"') , reproduce pre-C vious results and agree beautifully with our new low-concentration series results. We give a simple numerical approximation for the y ' 's in all dimensions. The relation of the scaling function for g (A, ) with that for the susceptibility of the diluted xy model for p near p, is discussed. In early work, " it was realized that under transformation of length scales there are three regimes, p &p" p =p"and p )p"where p, is the percolation threshold.
For p (p, the conductance cr scales to zero, whereas for p ) p, o scales to a constant. In these cases P(R, x} on large length scales becomes a 5 function, as expected for a pure system with fixed tr For p =p"h. owever, P (R, x) becomes a distribution invariant to change of length scale. The form of P(R, x) at p =p, was obtained numerThe geometrical properties of clusters formed by randomly diluting a lattice are by now well established. ' In the percolation model which we study, each bond is independently occupied with probability p and vacant with probability 1 -p. Likewise, the randomly diluted resistor network (RRN} in which occupied bonds have conductance 0 and vacant bonds conductance 0 has been widely studied for more than a decade. ' In spite of this, relatively little is known about the exact form of the probability distribution P, (R, x} for the resistance R between two nodes known to be in the same cluster at separation x. Note that this is a conditional probability, conditioned by the restriction that the two sites be in the same cluster. Formally, this quantity is defined as P, (R, x) 
where b is a constant of order unity.
With this paper we initiate a program to obtain information on P(R, x) within (a) the renormalization-group e expansion and (b) low-concentration series. We present a formulation from which P, (R,x} and P(R, x) can be determined. The behavior of these quantities as functions of R and x is quite complex and is analyzed elsewhere. ' 
In terms of cluster sums this result is P, "(R) =P"P, "(R) +g P(I ) g 5(R -R (x x'))/s(I ), (8) r XX'cr where P" is the probability that a site is not in a finitesized cluster. Comparing the expressions for P, '(R) and P, "(R ) we see that the former involves an average with an additional power of s(l ) and thereby weights more heavily larger clusters of sites. Thus, P, '(R) provides a better characterization of large clusters. Also, the averages required to calculate this quantity are simpler than those for P, "(R). Accordingly, we restrict our attention to P, '(R ), which we henceforth denote simply P, (R ):
," is the percolation susceptibility.
Up to now P, (R) has only been studied through its moments, y' ' defined as y ''t'- 
using the e-expansion, where @=6 -d. y' ' can be obtained from the coefficient of A, in the Taylor-series expansion of ga(A. ) as will be shown in Eq. (38a). We use the field theory proposed by Stephen' in 
where %i(q) are Gaussian variables with q restricted to Here we develop the scaling form for C (ro, q=O;l(, ) f dp[D+ -, 'w(1 -p ))
For w = w, A, =0, we see that S =(t+k ),as used above. Now for q=0 the integral over momentum k in Eq. (19) can be expressed as yz'(t, A, )=t+w , x dx f dp 2 
and we adoPt the convention that 5o=5, = 1. We therefore identify y as y =bk~/r'k Then Eq. (27) b.ecomes Fig. 2 and as discussed in the Appendix. %e (36a) and, except when R =0 (for this case see the Appendix), 
